The introduction of new materials and processes to microfabrication has, in large part, enabled many important advances in microsystems, labon-a-chip devices, and their applications. In particular, capabilities for cost-effective fabrication of polymer microstructures were transformed by the advent of soft lithography and other micromolding techniques 1, 2 , and this led a revolution in applications of microfabrication to biomedical engineering and biology. Nevertheless, it remains challenging to fabricate microstructures with well-defined nanoscale surface textures, and to fabricate arbitrary 3D shapes at the micro-scale. Robustness of master molds and maintenance of shape integrity is especially important to achieve high fidelity replication of complex structures and preserving their nanoscale surface texture. The combination of hierarchical textures, and heterogeneous shapes, is a profound challenge to existing microfabrication methods that largely rely upon top-down etching using fixed mask templates. On the other hand, the bottom-up synthesis of nanostructures such as nanotubes and nanowires can offer new capabilities to microfabrication, in particular by taking advantage of the collective self-organization of nanostructures, and local control of their growth behavior with respect to microfabricated patterns.
7. If replicating delicate structures, place the negative in a desiccator along with a glass vile of 100μL of (tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2,-tetrahydtoocyl)-trichlorosilane at 400mTorr for 12h. 8. Pour SU-8 2002 into the PDMS negative and degas at 400mTorr for 10min. 9. Bake the sample (SU-8 filled negative) at 65°C for 4min, then at 95°C for 6h to evaporate the solvent from the thick layer of SU-8. 10 . Expose the sample to UV light with an irradiance of 75mW/cm 2 for 20s and bake again at 65°C for 4min and then at 95°C for 8min.
11. Last, manually demold the SU-8 replica from the PDMS negative.
Representative Results
Representative as-grown CNT pillar arrays along with their densified shapes are shown in Figure 4 (image modified from De Volder et al. 4 ). HAR pillars with thicknesses of 10μm or smaller have progressively reduced straightness, which is further reduced during densification. Densification of semicircular pillars has been shown to result in uniform bent pillars over large areas (Fig. 4c) . SU-8 infiltration occurs in between and inside CNT microstructures, for structures with spacing of 30μm or below a thin film of SU-8 may remain between structures. Photographs of critical steps in the replication process are shown in Figure 5 , while SEM images comparing the replicated microstructures to their replicas on various scales are shown in Figure 6 (image modified from Copic et al. 5 ). Current limits, in terms of structure formation, including twisted structures (image modified from De Volder et al. 4 ), high aspect ratio walls, and re-entrant structures are shown in Figure 7 (image modified from Copic et al. 5 ). 
Discussion
Lithographic patterning and preparation of the CNT catalyst substrates is straightforward and repeatable; however, achieving consistent CNT growth requires careful attention to how the height and density of CNT forests are impacted by the ambient humidity and the condition of the growth tube. In our experience, patterns larger than 1000 μm 2 are less sensitive to small fluctuations in the processing conditions. Further, the density of the patterns plays affects the growth density and height 8 . The growth density and height are larger for patterns with fill fraction (total area of catalyst divided by total substrate area) greater than approximately 20%. Also, it is important vital to keep the growth tube clean and bake out the tube between consecutive growths to remove accumulated carbon deposits. Tube baking is performed by heating the tube for 30 minutes at 875°C with 100 sccm of air flow. Furthermore, the CNT growth rate depends on the temperature, gas composition, and residence time of the gas in the furnace. Thus, it is often necessary to empirically find the "sweetspot" in any growth system, and the placement of the samples in the procedure noted here is based the sweetspot for our tube furnace and process parameters.
The most important properties of our CNT forests for densification and subsequent master mold formation are their alignment, packing density, and adhesion to the substrate. When CNT microstructures are etched by brief exposure to oxygen plasma, the top "crust" of tangled CNTs is removed. This crust constrains the CNT forest laterally, and therefore removing the crust enables greater densification of the CNTs, and increases the amount of slip that occurs among the CNTs during the densification step. Also, the CNT diameter can be tuned by the catalyst film thickness, and by the annealing conditions that precede injection of the hydrocarbon source to the CVD furnace 9 . By tuning the annealing conditions and optionally etching the CNTs, we have tuned to the densification factor from approximately 5X to 30X 6 . And, the adhesion of the CNTs to the substrate is enhanced by rapidly cooling the substrates in the growth atmosphere immediately after the conclusion of the programmed growth time. In this case, the furnace is enclosure is opened and the heater power is turned off while the growth gas mixture is still flowing through the furnace tube. These details are discussed thoroughly in our other publications cited herein.
In order to achieve consistent CNT densification, one must avoid excessive solvent condensation on the substrate. Excessive condensation causes the CNT structures to be flooded, which can warp, flatten, or delaminate HAR microstructures. The required amount of condensation to fully densify the CNTs depends on both the height and density of the microstructures. In our practice, the amount of solvent condensation is monitored by counting the number of "waves" of solvent that sweep across the substrate. The colorful waves represent optical interference patterns due to the thin film of condensed liquid on the substrate. For typical microstructures with dimensions 10-100 μm, between 1 and 5 waves are required in our setup. Therefore, the amount of solvent in the beaker may be chosen accordingly, or the sample may be removed from the beaker after the desired number of waves has passed.
Master mold formation is highly dependent on SU-8 infiltration and the formation of the SU-8-CNT nanocomposite. SU-8 infiltration is easily achievable due to the wetting of the CNTs by the SU-8. Selection of the SU-8 viscosity and spin speeds determines the SU-8 volume fraction and the smoothness of the sidewalls of the master structure. SU-8 wicks into the individual CNT structures and, depending on the spacing between the structures, may also wick in the spaces between the CNT structures. This may result in a thin film of SU-8 remaining in between closely spaced structures, and the thickness of this film can be tuned by selecting SU-8 viscosity and spin speed. The stated spin speeds result in fully infiltrated structures with heights ranging from 10 to 300μm and with aspect ratios from 0.2 to 20. These process conditions preserve the surface texture of the CNT structures, i.e., the sidewalls and top surfaces do not bulge outward with excess SU-8.
Vacuum casting of the PDMS negative is a robust process and depends on the initial monomer to cross-linker ratio and the curing conditions. A ratio of 10:1 monomer:cross-linker is used for most castings; however, casting HAR structures (AR>10) with high yield or reentrant structures remains challenging. HAR structures require a mix ratio of 8:1 due to the increased stiffness and reduced adhesion of the negative. A demolding agent, such as fluorinated silane 10 , may be used to further reduce the separation force required, minimizing the stress on the master microstructures during demolding and greatly increasing yield. When casting replicas, degassing is not necessary due to the prolonged baking. Degassing was found to lead to inconsistent replication, due to non-uniform evaporation of SU-8 solvent.
The main advantage of the CNT master technology is the ability to form robust master features with hierarchical textures, high aspect ratios, and sloped or curved shapes. However, this requires careful tuning of the CNT growth conditions to achieve uniform and consistent starting patterns, practical mastery of the capillary forming step, and implementation of the SU-8 infiltration and replication steps to give high-fidelity copies of the master shapes. The exact parameters may vary depending on the geometry of the desired structures, and may not be understood until many iterative trials are performed. In addition, because the amount of densification due to capillary forming depends on the density and straightness of the CNTs, prediction of the exact dimensions of the densified CNT structures will require calibration experiments to determine the densification factor. Nevertheless, our method may have important advantages if hierarchically textured and/or 3D polymer features are desired, and/or if the enhanced properties of the CNT structures (at any endpoint in the process) are desired. These enhanced properties could include the mechanical robustness, thermal or electrical conductivity of the master structures, or any like properties of the CNT features themselves.
In conclusion, we have shown a versatile process to precisely form heterogeneous CNT microstructures using capillary forming, infiltrate them, and subsequently replicate them in SU-8. In our previous work we have shown a 25-fold replication sequence is possible without any damage to the negative or fidelity reduction in the replicas 5 . Because our process is based on replica molding to cast replicas a variety of materials could be used in the future instead of SU-8 including PU, PMMA, PDMS, and even low temperature metals. Other CNT growth procedures and structures made from other nanoscale filaments (e.g., inorganic nanowires, biofilaments) could potentially serve as the framework of novel master mold architectures as well.
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